
A summary of archaeological teamwork along the Dhofar plateau and its 
backslope into the Nejd of Southern Oman, this book documents survey 
and excavation of small-scale stone monuments and pastoral settlements. 
Whether used as burial places, as landmarks, as mnemonic devices, or 
for other purposes, monuments are the enduring and prominent traces 
of desert pastoralists. In Dhofar, pastoralists constructed monuments 
in discrete pulses over 7500 years. Recognizing the dynamic ecosystems 
and climate regimes of Arabian prehistory, the author suggests that 
mobile pastoralists used monuments to link dispersed households 
into broader social communities. Furthermore, the range of practical 
adjustments to monuments as a consistent means of messaging among 
mobile people showcases the adaptive strength of Dhofar’s prehistoric 
inhabitants over time. A singular episode of settlement during a 
particularly arid period highlights the longer tradition of pastoral 
people on the move. With fictional vignettes to imagine the people who 
used these monuments, the chapters introduce archaeological analysis 
of the social identities, patterns of resource access, contacts, aversions, 
and exchanges with neighboring groups. Finally, the book underscores 
the rich heritage of persistent pastoralism within contemporary Oman.   
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xvii

There are challenges to the consistent transliteration of Arabic place names and terminology into English/
Roman orthography. In this book, there are also place names in modern South Arabian languages—Shehri, 
Mehri, and the vernacular Jibali. To guide the text I used the following rules:

Where a transliteration already exists in common use in archaeological and geological literature, I use it, 
even if the transliteration follows neither Library of Congress nor Deutsche Morgenländische Gesellschaft 
convention. For example, “Wadi Suq” and “Umm er-Radhuma.”

Where researchers use non-standard transliteration throughout other books in the AHO series, I have 
opted for consistency, thus, “Nejd.”

Where transliteration appears on official signage and maps in Oman, such as road signs leading to 
“Ayboot,” or “Mudayy,” I have opted for that use. In the case of “Mudayy,” the Arabic clearly indicates that 
“Muḍayy” represents the correct consonant. Likewise, I retain transliterations from road signs using Mehri, 
Shehri, and Jibali place names.  

Where a person’s name appears in published form and especially as an author, I retain the transliteration 
as published. 

In other cases, including the names of wadis and mountains, I follow Library of Congress transliteration 
rules.

Glossary notes


